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Benefits

TVK-S Family

The TVK-S range is the smallest in the family of compact 

vertical TVK machines. The processing area, control 

components, power systems and cooling systems are 

combined into one single system, which minimizes the 

surface area required on the ground, with enough space to 

easily carry out operations and maintenance.

Profitable
Efficient
Flexible The machine adapts to different applications, from 

tempering, hardening and annealing to brazing. The max 
power is 100 kW and between 10 kHz and 300 kHz.

TVK-S400 TVK-S800 TVK-S1000
Max. part / processing 
length: 400mm

Max. part / processing 
length: 800mm

Max. part / processing 
length: 1000mm

Maximum flexibility
¾  Wide range of parts in the same machine

¾ They can be adapted to different applications such as 

tempering, hardening, annealing and brazing.

¾ Extensive options for meeting requirements, both in 

terms of part processing and production volume.

¾ Various delivery options, from just the machine itself 

(“In-Box” machine) to integrated turnkey projects.

Optimum investment
¾ Standardized design and optimized manufacturing 

process in terms of cost.

¾ Exceptional modularity for selecting only the options 

required for production.

Easy installation, maintenance and 
operation
¾ Minimum space, easy transportation and start-up.

¾ Convenient full access to all the machine’s components.

¾ Proven and tested standard components.

¾ Various programs for parts; process and installation 

monitoring.



§ Medium production volume.

§ Integrating a new induction process.

§ Substituting furnace treatment.

§ Greater control over delivery times and the 
quality of parts for your clients if you are 
subcontracting the treatment process.

§ Treating a new batch of parts with flexibility for 
future reference.

§ Maximum height

§ Maximum diameter

§ Maximum weight

A TVK-S solution is perfect for you if...
If you have no induction experience, GH will give you all the support you need with 
induction applications – as well as a machine that is easy to operate and maintain. By 
selecting the right model and options for you with enough flexibility, your investment will 
serve you better in the long term.

If you identify with any of these situations, then TVK-S is the solution for you.

Types of 
parts

Solutions 
for

+

+

+

+

TVK-S400 TVK-S800 TVK-S1000

Fork hardening

Flange tempering Planetary shaft 
hardening

Flange hardening Fork hardening Camshafts 
hardening

Driveshafts hardening 

Long stem hardeningThread annealing Shaft hardeningSprocket hardening

Example of indexing table without 
180° workpiece rotation, 1+1; with 

customized tooling



Operation and maintenance
The structure that supports all the components is unique and made of aluminum and it is independent of the selected 

options with accessibility for the maintenance. The process zone is a welded steel bedframe that accommodates 

the mechanical system and separates the medium quench zone from the elements that must be protected from wet 

conditions. 

TVK-S has the IPM (Induction Process Monitoring) function in the machine’s controls which enable you to monitor 

the various parameters involved in the induction process. This provides information for diagnosis and traceability for 

every single part that is treated.

There are various areas in which you can access the machine’s parts: 

§ Parts loading area with sliding 
vertically automatic door.

 

§ Side access for inspection 
and maintenance of the 
cooling and quench medium 
system.

§ Side access for inspection 
and maintenance of the 
electrical system and 
controls.

§ Direct, doorless rear 
access to the hydraulics, 
pneumatics and lubrication 
panel. It also improves 
access to the cooling 
system elements.

“Plug and play” system

Hardening of various 
parts through scanning.

Hardening in 
servo-controlled scanning 

to adapt to the shape of 
the part.

TVK-S1000
Example of truck 
shaft hardening.



GH scope of supply
A solution to meet each particular need

Build your machine

§ “In-box” machine. Just the TVK-S machine is supplied with the customer’s chosen power system and 
cooling system.

§ Turnkey solution. From the customer’s workpieces treatment and production requirements, GH designs 
and manufactures the proper system: tooling, inductors, and even the development of the application. GH 
provides the necessary services for its installations to be started up in a satisfactory manner.

In-Box Machine or turnkey solution

Features Basic Optional
Simultaneous treated workpieces 1 part 2 parts

Workpiece rotation (Z axis) Fixed frequency 
(200rpm)

Variable frequency (150-
350 rpm)

Variable servo-driven 
frequency (0 - 1000 rpm)

Indexing table Without part rotation  
180º, 1+1

With part rotation  
(200 rpm) 180º, 1+1

With part rotation 
 (200 rpm) 180º, 2+2

With part rotation
   (200 rpm) 90º, 4 positions

Inductor adjustment (X and Y axes) Manual                 
Table X-Y

Servo-controlled       
Table X-Y

Electric                Table 
X-Y

Part loading / unloading Manual Various options: pneumatic handler, robot, conveyor belt, other 

Type of control system Siemens PLC S7-1200 Siemens CPU 1500 CNC Fanuc CNC Siemens

Control functions Installation monitoring
Part programs 
Remote Assistance

Datalogger                    
Bus Profinet
IPM (Induction Process 
Monitoring)  

Control user interface 7” screen handheld 
KTP700

7“mounted screen          
Siemens KP700

Mobile panel       
Siemens MP177 

12“mounted screen     
Siemens OP12 (CNC)

Cooling systems Closed circuit refrigeration 
(electrical and electronic 
components) Active cooling system (chiller)
Quench medium cooling 
in heating stations

Power supply 3 x [380, 480]V, 50Hz 60Hz

Other options Stainless steel collection tray
Exhaust filter systems

Depending on the customer’s requirements and capacity, the scope of supply may be:

Select your power system (not included in the basic setup)
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SiC

Power system 50SM20 100SM20 50SM150 100SM150 50SH300 100SH300
Max. power 50kW 
[10, 20] kHz

Max. power 100kW 
[10, 20] kHz

Max. power  50kW 
[30, 150] kHz

Max. power 100kW 
[30, 150] kHz

Max. power 50kW 
[150, 300] kHz

Max. power 100kW 
[150, 300] kHz

 



GH Induction is part of one of the biggest groups in the world specializing in induction 
heating technology. GH serves various industries, offering avant-guard solutions 
throughout the world.

Since 1961, over five thousand customers all over the have trusted GH Induction solutions. 

Sectors including the automotive industry, off-road, wind energy, pipe construction and 
motors are all clients of GH.

GH Induction is part of Park Ohio Holding with companies in:

¾ Consultation services

Application development service, computer simulations 
and laboratory tests to assess the technical viability of the 
induction application and to develop specific processes.

¾ Traditional inductor

Design, manufacturing and repairs for copper inductors 
and simple exchange systems for inductors.

¾ • Customer service

Installation, start-up, in-situ support, training, spare 
parts, repairs and maintenance for the system throu-
ghout its entire service life.

¾ 3D-printed inductor (EBM)

Exclusive coil manufacturing process which allows 
for extremely complex designs without welding and 
maximum repeatability.

Product specifications and associated information are subject to change without prior notice.
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About GH Induction

Customer services

Spain  ·  Germany  ·  China  ·  France  ·  Brazil  ·  India  ·  Mexico  ·  United States

www.ghinduction.com
info@ghinduction.com


